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WORK PLAN 
1.0 Analyzing the Situation and Organization 
1.1 Business Need  
IntellaQuest has relied on word of mouth to grow their business, building a reputation for providing 
Quality Management Solutions1. Although this promotional strategy has been successful in the past, 
after rebranding and repositioning the company in 2018, it’s not enough to take IntellaQuest to their 
desired level of client growth in their new product category - especially in a market with many 
established, high-profile competitors2.Today, IntellaQuest must establish themselves as a software 
company that can help clients solve a variety of problems through raising awareness of their 
offerings and creating reliable channels for communication with strategic audiences; building 
foundational relationships for future sales and marketing initiatives.  
 

1.2 Business Resources 
Strengths: IntellaQuest has a strong team whose strategic intelligence can be leveraged through 
thought leadership, a solid visual identity, and strong product quality which has allowed them to earn 
customer success stories3.  
Weaknesses: IntellaQuest does not identify with one defined niche since their rebrand which can 
confuse their audience4. They also have existing low awareness and an unknown reputation, which 
has been amplified since their rebranding5. The campaign’s $12,000 budget poses a challenge to 
effectively reach the global audience IntellaQuest serves. 
Opportunities: More than ever, employees outside the IT department have access to information on 
new software and discovering, evaluating, and asking for new tools to use at work - 65% of software 
purchases are now made by this group, and it’s estimated to grow to 80%6. North America is the 
largest market for ECM, one of the software niches IntellaQuest tools are associated with7. 
Threats: IntellaQuest has many large well-known competitors, like OpenText, with established 
reputations8. Trust in product safety and company reputation is an increasingly important decision 
factor, especially amongst IT Professionals, due to increasing threat of data breaches9.   
 
For full Situation and Organization Analysis, refer to Annex A  

2.0 Target Audience Analysis 

2.1 Primary Audience 

Functional Staff and Leaders: Actors 
Functional staff and leaders are individuals in an organization outside of the IT department who use 
B2B software to complete their daily tasks. These individuals make 65% of all B2B software 
purchases and are estimated to grow to make 80% of all purchases in the future10. They are the 
primary audience of this campaign since they are largely the individuals who discover new software 
for their organization. This group is looking for solutions to their own specific problems and can 
become overwhelmed by irrelevant information11. When beginning their search, they use Google to 
conduct a broad search of software types before searching for specific companies12. They expect to 
be able to complete significant research on software before asking to speak to a sales 
representative13, and value buying software from people they perceive to be industry leaders instead 
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of salespeople14. Since this audience values information that’s specific to their needs, this campaign 
will focus on only two functional groups: Human Resources (HR) and Supply Chain Management 
(SCM), strategically chosen based on IntellaQuest’s existing expertise in their functions. 
 

2.2 Secondary Audiences 

IT Leaders: Enablers 
Although this audience is becoming less responsible for discovering new software products for their 
organizations, IT Leaders are often the final decision makers in choosing which software an 
organization will use and will need to be considered in the communication strategy15.  
Current Clients: Influencers 
Current clients are a significant asset for IntellaQuest to leverage in communications; they have 
great stories to tell and have significant goodwill towards the organization that can be used to build 
trust with prospective clients. In fact, 97% of B2B software buyers think that user-generated content 
is more credible than traditional marketing materials16. IntellaQuest will need to engage this 
audience and convince them to share their stories. 
For full Audience Analysis, refer to Annex B 
 

3.0 Goals & Objectives 

3.1 Relationship Management Goal 
The goal of this strategic communications campaign is to build relationships with functional leaders in 
HR and SCM and create a reliable channel for future communication with them - giving IntellaQuest 
the foundation for future sales and marketing initiatives while creating opportunities for client 
growth.  

3.2 Measurable Objectives 

Primary Audience 

● To have an effect on the awareness of functional staff and leadership in HR and SCM across 
North America; specifically to increase IntellaQuest’s monthly unique website sessions by 
130% over 8 months (August 2019 - March 2020). 

● To have an effect on the acceptance of functional staff and leadership in HR and SCM across 
North America; specifically to gain 50 new subscribers for IntellaQuest’s email list over 8 
months (August 2019 - March 2020).  

● To have an effect on the acceptance of functional staff and leadership in HR and SCM across 
North America; specifically to record a 75% understanding of campaign key messages in the 
evaluative research survey completed in April 2020. 

Secondary Audiences 

● To have an effect on the acceptance of IT Leaders across North America; specifically to record 
a 75% understanding of campaign key messages in the evaluative research survey completed 
in April 2020. 

● To have an effect on the action of current IntellaQuest clients; specifically to convert 25% of 
selected current clients into PR program participants over 2 months (May - June 2019) 

For detailed Goals and Objectives, refer to Annex C 
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4.0 Strategy Development 
The proposed communication strategy includes three components: mirroring the audiences, 
engaging with them on their terms, and building a relationship based on trust. 
Mirror the Audiences 
Capitalize on opportunities to add communications infused with audience-specific language in 
IntellaQuest’s current communication vehicles that appeal to the diverse and specific needs of both 
primary and secondary audiences.  
Engage on Their Terms 
Leveraging stories from current clients and the strategic intelligence of the IntellaQuest team, go 
where functional leaders are and communicate with them using engaging content on owned and 
earned media channels.  
Build a Relationship Based on Trust  
Once an initial relationship has been established, provide highly valuable content including themes of 
thought leadership on owned media channels that are responsive to the core needs and desires of 
the targeted audiences, building a reputation of authority, ethos, and trust for IntellaQuest.  
 
For detailed Strategy Development Plan, including Media and Creative Strategies, refer to Annex D 

5.0 Implementation and Challenges 
5.1 Tactics 

5.1.1 Targeted Communications  
Audiences: Functional Staff and Leaders, IT Leaders, Current Clients 
Purpose: Increase the acceptance levels of audiences who interact with IntellaQuest communication 
vehicles.  
Includes: Conducting an audit of current communication channels (IntellaQuest website and 
LinkedIn page) and update them to include audience-specific language. 
5.1.2 Client Outreach Program 
Audiences: Current Clients 
Purpose: Encourage current clients to take action and participate in IntellaQuest’s public relations 
program through sharing their stories, which helps increase the acceptance levels of Functional Staff 
and Leaders.  
Includes: Client Ranking Index, client proposal emails, and review placement on popular websites.  
5.1.3 Thought Leadership Content Strategy 
Audiences: Functional Staff and Leaders 
Purpose: Strategically disseminate content to increase the awareness of Functional Staff and Leaders 
of IntellaQuest, then use content to increase their acceptance of IntellaQuest as thought leaders, 
ultimately encouraging them to take action and sign up for the newsletter to receive more exclusive 
content.  
Includes: Creation of targeted blog posts, advertorials, media query submissions, and exclusive case 
studies for newsletter subscribers, which will be distributed through paid and organic dissemination 
channels on LinkedIn and trade publications. 
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5.2 Schedule, Budget, and Challenges 
This campaign will take place over a 12-month period, from May 2019 - April 2020 over three 
phases: Preparation (3 months), Active Communication (8 months), and Evaluation (1 month). The 
total budget allocated for this communications campaign is $12,000, including a 10% contingency 
implemented for unforeseen costs. 
 
For detailed Implementation Overview, refer to Annex E 

6.0 Evaluative Research  

Objective Measurement 

To have an effect on the awareness of functional staff 
and leadership in HR and SCM across North 
America; specifically to increase IntellaQuest’s 
monthly unique website sessions by 130% over 8 
months (August 2019 - March 2020). 

Monitor monthly web traffic using 
Google Analytics, comparing to March 
2018 - March 2019’s monthly average 
of 190 unique sessions.  

To have an effect on the acceptance of functional 
staff and leadership in HR and SCM across North 
America; specifically to gain 50 new subscribers for 
IntellaQuest’s email list over 8 months (August 2019 
- March 2020).  

Track the number of email subscribers 
gained using the Microsoft Dynamics 
CRM.  

To have an effect on the acceptance of functional 
staff and leadership in HR and SCM across North 
America; specifically to record a 75% understanding 
of campaign key message in the evaluative research 
survey completed in April 2020. 

Issue a survey to all email newsletter 
subscribers, segmenting by function 
type, asking questions pertaining to 
how well they understood the 
campaign’s key messages.  

To have an effect on the acceptance of IT Leaders 
across North America; specifically to record a 75% 
understanding of campaign key messages in the 
evaluative research survey completed in April 2020. 

Issue a survey to all email newsletter 
subscribers, segmenting by function 
type, asking questions pertaining to 
how well they understood the 
campaign’s key messages.  

To have an effect on the action of Current 
IntellaQuest clients; specifically to convert 25% of 
selected current clients into PR program participants 
over 2 months (May - June 2019). 

Track the number of participants 
secured using a spreadsheet.  

 
For detailed Evaluative Research Overview, refer to Annex F  
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1.1 BUSINESS NEED 
 

Organizational Environment 
 
IntellaQuest, formerly IsoQuest, is a Business-to-Business (B2B) software company that used to 
primarily serve the needs of businesses working towards their ISO9001 Certification and improve 
their Quality Management processes17. After a new CEO, Jas Sandhu, joined their team in 2018, they 
expanded their business offering beyond Quality Management (QM) into the Business Process 
Management (BPM) and Enterprise Content Management (ECM) niches and rebranded to 
IntellaQuest18. They currently employ approximately 50 people in the United States, Canada, and 
Macedonia19. Their leadership team is comprised of four people: the CEO, Jas; the Chief Solutions 
Officer and Founder, Bush; the Director of Technology and Innovation, Dani; and the Manager of 
Implementation and Technical Support, Anoop20.  

 

Business Need 
 
Formerly, IntellaQuest relied on word of mouth and referrals in order to grow their business, with a 
reputation for providing quality management solutions. Although this has been successful in the past, 
it’s not enough to allow them to reach their desired level of growth, especially after expanding their 
business offering beyond Quality Management (QM) into the Business Process Management (BPM) 
and Enterprise Content Management (ECM) niches. After their rebranding, IntellaQuest must 
establish themselves as a software company that can help clients solve a variety of needs through 
raising awareness of their offerings and increasing trust in their expertise.  

 

Problem Addressed 
 
This campaign will seek to overcome the lack of awareness IntellaQuest has within its new niche by 
leveraging their strategic intelligence and stories to tell - gaining acceptance for the organization 
while building reliable communication vehicles with the targeted audience which can be later used by 
IntellaQuest’s internal sales team to drive them to action.  
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1.2 SWOT ANALYSIS  
Strengths Weaknesses 

Product Quality: IntellaQuest has developed a 
strong product available at a more attractive 
price point than competitors, created entirely 
in-house instead of through acquisition.21 
Brand Identity: IntellaQuest has recently 
completed a rebrand and has a new corporate 
identity that’s both attractive and strongly 
reflects the vision for the company over the 
next ten years - growing from beyond a Quality 
Management Software to a more holistic 
Business Management System and Enterprise 
Content Management system. 22  
Goodwill: Customers who use IntellaQuest have 
had overwhelmingly positive experiences with 
the software, and frequently recommend it to 
both their colleagues within the industry and 
any new companies that they join.23 
Stories to Tell: IntellaQuest has many big-name 
clients with impressive stories to tell about how 
their products have helped their business, 
including Honda, Magna, and Colfax.  
Time: This campaign will take place over the 
course of a year, with no time-sensitive 
deadlines that will need to be considered.  
Strategic Intelligence: IntellaQuest has had 
considerable success in solving the problems of 
various business functions and organizations, 
learning valuable strategic intelligence along the 
way that can be applied to future clients and 
leveraged in communications.24   

Awareness: Awareness of IntellaQuest has 
always been relatively low, but now that the 
company has rebranded and pivoted into the 
BMS/ECM niche, awareness is even lower. 
They have never completed any marketing, 
communications or public relations efforts 
to raise awareness of their brand.25  
Niche: After the rebrand, IntellaQuest 
changed its niche from QM to BPM and 
ECM, industries that have a significant 
presence and well-known competitors like 
OpenText and Oracle (Appendix 1.4). This 
new niche is not well identified on their 
website and is not immediately clear to 
visitors.  
Reputation: As a result of pivoting the 
organization's focus, even though 
IntellaQuest has existing goodwill from past 
clients, they have no established reputation 
in their new niche.26   
People: IntellaQuest has a small team with 
no one specializing in sales, marketing, or 
communications. One or two additional 
team members will need to be hired to 
execute this campaign.  
Vehicles: IntellaQuest has limited 
established communication vehicles to 
communicate their messages, including an 
incomplete LinkedIn Page, an email list of 
existing customers, and a website. Their 
website has received limited traffic, on 
average 190 unique visitors a month, and 
their bounce rate, 65%, 5% higher than 
industry average27, demonstrating that 
these vehicles are not effectively attracting 
and retaining their audience.  
Resources: IntellaQuest has some, but not 
many, premade communication pieces that 
can be leveraged during this campaign.  
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Communication: The existing 
communications prepared by IntellaQuest 
do not mimic the preferred style and tone of 
their potential customers (Appendix 2.4).  
Money: $12,000 is a very small budget for a 
global campaign. 

Opportunities Threats 

Political: A survey of supply-chain professionals 
in the U.S. and U.K. found that 53% feared new 
regulations hindered their ability to do their 
jobs correctly.28 These new regulations present 
an opportunity for IntellaQuest, since they can 
leverage the need to be compliant and 
demonstrate good governance as a reason to 
invest in their software. 

Sociocultural: According to Oxford Economics, 
39% of all employees say they feel frustrated 
with their software or tech at work29. Another 
survey by Udemy found that nearly a third of 
individuals feel like they haven’t been trained 
properly to use their organization’s software 
tools30. As with any other B2B software 
company, IntellaQuest must overcome the fear 
of new technology being difficult to implement 
in the workplace. Since they have a highly 
intuitive user interface, IntellaQuest can 
capitalize on this worry by presenting 
themselves as an easy-to-use tool. In addition, 
B2B software buyers are changing, and are 
seeking to purchase from vendors who they 
perceive to be thought leaders instead of sales 
people31. 

Technological/Industry: More than ever, 
functional leaders have access to information on 
new software and are asking for change in their 
own organization. 65% of software purchases 
are now made outside of the IT department, and 
it’s estimated to grow to 80%32.  

Economic: Speculation of an upcoming 
recession may leave businesses more 
hesitant to invest in software, since that’s 
one of the first expenses to be reduced in 
times of financial trouble33. 
Political:  Increasing regulations surrounding 
data use and storage force IntellaQuest to 
adapt their service to fit new laws. In 
addition, changes in the global political 
climate, including Brexit, can create an 
unwillingness to invest in expensive business 
tools.34 Lastly, if Macedonia decides to join 
the European Union and IntellaQuest 
relocates their technical operations to a 
more affordable country they could 
encounter reputation challenges. 

Technological: Increased program hacking 
have businesses concerned about data 
security. Trust in product safety is an 
increasingly important factor - especially for 
buyers with an IT background. 35 

Competitors: IntellaQuest has many large 
well-known competitors, like OpenText 
(Appendix 1.4).  
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Campaign Implications  

Given the resources identified in the SWOT Analysis, the following key items have been identified to 
be leveraged, overcome, capitalized, or mitigated during this campaign: 
 
Leverage 
IntellaQuest has strong relationships with their current clients, largely due to their team members’ 
high level of strategic intelligence, which allows them to effectively create business solutions. This 
goodwill, and the stories these clients tell, are a key resource to leverage because B2B buyers find 
this kind of communication highly persuasive, so this campaign will create opportunities for these 
stories to be shared36. This campaign will also leverage the strategic intelligence of the IntellaQuest 
team by positioning them as leaders in the industry. 
 
Overcome 
Given the low budget and limited human resources available, coupled with the lack of awareness of 
IntellaQuest on existing communication vehicles, this campaign will focus its financial resources on 
highly targeted message distribution and seek to use low-cost message creation tactics - making the 
best of a limited budget and using it to overcome the current lack of awareness. 
 
Capitalize 
The sociocultural shift within B2B buyers to favour companies who demonstrate thought leadership 
and the widespread change within B2B organizations to have an increasing amount of individuals 
outside the IT department making software purchasing decisions for their role are two significant 
opportunities that this campaign will capitalize on - namely, by presenting the IntellaQuest team as 
thought leaders, and by targeting communications towards Functional Staff and Leaders as opposed 
to IT Leaders.  
 

Mitigate 
This campaign will work to mitigate two primary threats: the threat of competitors with stronger, 
more established reputations; and the threat of fears about data security preventing new clients 
from choosing IntellaQuest. Firstly, the threat of competitors will be mitigated by establishing a 
presence on platforms that can strategically raise awareness of IntellaQuest when individuals are 
searching for competitors, like review sites. This campaign will also use specialized key messages 
targeted towards audiences who are most fearful of technological data threats, such as IT Leaders, to 
mitigate the threat that this fear could have on the outcome of the campaign.  
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1.3 PR AUDIT 
 

Internal Factors 

Performance IntellaQuest has differentiated themselves in the marketplace by building their 
software entirely in-house for maximum integration37. This creates a more 
cohesive experience than similar products offered by competitors like OpenText, 
whose service offerings grew largely as a result of acquisitions and don’t always 
work together38. This high level of performance has allowed IntellaQuest to turn 
many of their clients into supporters who can be leveraged for this campaign, 
however, many of these supports come from using IntellaQuest’s QM Suite, not 
their BSM/ECM Suite39. The fact that their product is a lower-cost alternative to 
more popular solutions is a strength to be leveraged.  

Niche After the rebrand, IntellaQuest changed its niche from QM to BSM/ECM, an 
industry that has a significant presence and well-known competitors. This new 
niche is not well identified on their website and is not immediately clear to visitors. 
Within the B2B SaaS industry, IntellaQuest could fall under many niche 
categories. Currently, they’ve positioned themselves under the Business 
Management System (BMS) or Business Process Management (BPM) niches, 
however, they also fit under the Enterprise Content Management (ECM) or 
Enterprise Information Management (EIM) niches, terms which are more 
commonly used by their primary competitor OpenText and have more coverage in 
the media (Appendix 1.4)  

Structure Although the CEO Jas Sandhu has a background in marketing, there are no formal 
communications, public relations, or marketing team members currently at 
IntellaQuest. For this campaign to be executed, one or two new team members 
will be hired, however, they will be new to the organization and won’t have a deep 
understanding of the product, brand voice, and company culture when they join.  

Internal 
Impediments 

Although no longer formally involved with the organization, founder Bush 
Prakash’s acceptance is critical to the successful implementation of this campaign. 
In addition, since IntellaQuest has never put forth any communications efforts 
and a new team will need to be hired to execute this campaign, this campaign must 
take into account the fact that these individuals will need additional time to find 
their stride within the organization before they can be highly productive team 
members.  
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Public Perception 

Visibility  Awareness of IntellaQuest has always been relatively low, but now that the 
company has rebranded and pivoted into the BSM/ECM niche, awareness is even 
lower. They have never completed any marketing, communications or public 
relations efforts to raise the visibility of their brand, before or after the rebrand, 
which contributes to their low visibility amongst their target audience.  

Reputation As a result of pivoting the organization's focus, even though IntellaQuest has 
existing goodwill from past clients, they have no established reputation in their 
new niche. Although they do have supporters who will gladly speak out on behalf 
of IntellaQuest, their needs from the software are fundamentally different than 
the new clients IntellaQuest hopes to attract. Since IntellaQuest has done very 
little public relations or communications work in the past, they haven’t been 
actively sending out messages that impacted their reputation positively or 
negatively.  

External Factors 

Supporters IntellaQuest can find supporters in their previous customers, who generally have 
had very positive interactions with their software40. Since many of these clients 
came to IntellaQuest for their Quality Management Suite primarily, these 
supporters may not have universal appeal to publics who don’t require Quality 
Management tools - their values differ slightly, although there will be some 
common ground to capitalize on. 

Competitors IntellaQuest has many competitors, most of which identify as ECM or ECI tools 
like OpenText, their primary competitor, and Newgen, Objective, and Hyland, all 
secondary competitors. For full details on competitors, view competitor analysis 
in Annex 1.4. 

External 
Impediments  

External Impediments can be found in the SWOT analysis in section 1.2 
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1.4 COMPETITOR ANALYSIS  
Every year Gartner, a research and consulting firm, researches and ranks the top Content Service 
Providers (CSPs), which includes many companies that provide ECM solutions like IntellaQuest. The 
following competitor analysis has distilled the contents of this report to inform a high-level summary 
of the product offerings, strengths and weaknesses based on Gartner’s research, in addition to a brief 
analysis of their communication strategies completed specifically for the purposes of this campaign, 
for both direct and indirect IntellaQuest competitors.  
 

OpenText  

Product 
Summary 

OpenText has two Content Service Providers (CSPs) acquired from Dell EMC 
in early 2017: Content Suite Platform and Documentum Platform41.They offer 
a variety of deployment models to suit customer needs, ranging from on-
premise to public cloud SaaS with multiple tenants42. They offer a variety of 
modules that clients can choose to add on to suit the needs of their 
organization, similar to IntellaQuest43. Their software is used globally with 
integration to many popular enterprise software systems44.  
 
Gartner recommends this software is best for regulated industries and 
organizations who are looking for tools that can work for various use cases and 
process unstructured content45.  

Strengths OpenText has a well-established reputation, so it’s easier to hire staff who are 
already familiar with their tools46. Surveyed customers also demonstrate, on 
average, a high level of overall satisfaction due to the high depth of the 
product’s functionality and the stability of the software47. Its many integrations 
make it the “backbone” of a company’s ECM system48.  

Weaknesses Due to their large portfolio with overlapping components, learning the 
OpenText product mix can be confusing, especially for new users49. In addition, 
since OpenText functions as the “backbone” of an organization, best use 
requires migrating all of an organization's content to its repositories to 
leverage the full functionality of the software50. When asked what common 
drawbacks included, complexity and cost were listed by customers surveyed by 
Gartner51.  

Communication 
Strategies 

OpenText identifies using niche terms like ECM on their website. Their 
website shows a variety of images, including stock images of people at work, 
photos of digital content like case studies, and graphs. Text is limited on the 
homepage but is long-form on product pages.  
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Newgen 

Product 
Summary 

Newgen’s document management program, OmniDocs ECM, has many 
modules to manage content, capture physical documents and scan to 
appropriate locations, maintaining records, and showing analytics data about 
an organization’s content52. Other modules, like their Business Process 
Management system, iBPS, expand on this functionality53. Newgen offers a 
variety of content that’s highly specialized to specific industries, including 
targeted microservices54. Although Newgen has the strongest presence in 
India and Asia/Pacific, they are growing rapidly in North America55. They offer 
a variety of deployment methods and scenario-based pricing, demonstrating a 
high-degree of flexibility based on the needs of client56.  
 
Gartner recommends this software specifically in financial services, insurance, 
and government57. 

Strengths Newgen’s vertical industry solutions are highly effective in the sectors they 
serve58. Their flexible pricing structure has resulted in the process to complete 
commercial negotiations being rated highly by customers59.  

Weaknesses Newgen’s user experience is not consistent across all modules, which leads to 
confusion when navigating the tools60. In addition, since Newgen is highly 
customizable, customers cited that implementation can be incredibly 
complex61.  Buyers in industries outside of Newgen’s specialized industries 
may not have access to localized support for their specific needs62.  

Communication 
Strategies 

Newgen openly identifies itself with multiple software niches, including ECM 
and BPM, and uses these terms in the website’s meta description so it’s 
searchable. Their website includes inspirational messaging about re-inventing 
work, and a variety of engaging photographs. They host a variety of content on 
their website, including videos and industry reports (some of which are gated 
content accessible only after providing an email address) which can be 
segmented based on industry.   
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Hyland 

Product 
Summary 

Hyland offers a wide range of content services, and has grown significantly as a 
result of acquisitions of Lexmark and Brainware in Europe and Asia/Pacific, but 
was formerly used primarily by mid-large North American companies63. Their 
tools are available through either on-premise servers or cloud-based 
services64. Hyland focuses on healthcare, insurance, higher education, 
government, and manufacturing industries and have industry-focused teams 
that dedicate their time towards industry-specific research and 
development65.  
 
Gartner recommends Hyland for organizations who are looking to address a 
broad selection of content needs66. 

Strengths Within Hyland’s key industries, they have a longstanding reputation with 
goodwill amongst their current customers - which helps to ease fears 
prospective clients have about the adoption process67. The enhanced, 
industry-focused research and development is valued highly by customers, 
seeing that this thought leadership and cutting-edge thinking is a major reason 
to choose Hyland over other vendors68. In the eyes of their customers, 
Hyland’s products have also been rated as integrating extremely well with 
existing software solutions, like the company’s ERP69. 

Weaknesses Recent expansion to new markets means that localized support is weaker in 
these areas70. In addition, customers have voiced concerns about the level of 
customer support they have received while working with Hyland, especially 
during complex, custom implementations71. 

Communication 
Strategies 

Hyland does not openly identify with a software niche on their website. The 
messaging on their homepage includes significant themes of customer success 
stories, and utilizes engaging content, including photos and graphics, to 
communicate with potential clients. They have content further segmented by 
industry and function, and include a variety of pieces such as whitepapers, case 
studies, infographics, and solution summaries - some of which are only 
available after giving your email address.  
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ANNEX B  
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2.1 CAMPAIGN TARGET AUDIENCE OVERVIEW  
A comprehensive public analysis was conducted to determine which of IntellaQuest’s various publics 
would be the most strategic audiences for this campaign (see Annex 2.3 for details). From this 
analysis, it was determined that the following three audiences would be targeted by this campaign:  
 

Primary Campaign Audience 

 
Functional Staff and Leaders  

Actors 
Functional Staff and Leaders are a type of potential customers who, for the purposes of this 
campaign, can be defined as individuals working in functional departments outside of IT (Human 
Resources, Accounting, Marketing, Operations, etc.) and are looking for software to solve the specific 
problems that they face in their role. They share some characteristics with other potential customers, 
like Senior Leadership and IT Professionals, but distinct due to their interest in finding software that 
suits their needs - not of the organization at large. This audience can be subdivided into smaller 
segments based upon the function to further target key messages, as campaign research 
demonstrates that this audience values highly targeted messages (See Appendix 2.2). For the 
purpose of this campaign, this audience will be further segmented into HR and SCM and targeted as 
the primary actor audience whose behaviour the campaign works to change. These two groups were 
chosen because, outside of QM, these are the functions that IntellaQuest has the most client success 
stories that can be leveraged in communications.   
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
Increasingly, B2B SaaS purchases are being made, or are heavily influenced, by individuals outside of the IT 
Department. The size of the average software buying team is growing rapidly, averaging 6.8 people in 2017, to 
include more insights from functional staff members who will ultimately use the software72. In addition, 65% of 
all software purchases are made by someone outside of the IT Department, and this number is expected to 
grow to 80%73. And, primary research findings demonstrate that in many organizations functional leaders are 
often the ones who discover new software solutions and suggest them to their IT Teams (See Annex 2.4 for 
details). As a result, Functional Staff and Leaders were chosen as the primary audience for this campaign since 
they play a significant role in an organization’s software discovery process.   
 

 

Secondary Campaign Audiences 

 
IT Leaders 

Influencers/Enablers 
Although, IT Leaders are a type of potential customer, they also have immense power to influence 
and enable the B2B software purchasing process. For the purpose of this campaign, they will be 
regarded as an enabler audience who must be considered in the communication strategy since they 
can impact the success of the campaign – since they can allow or permit any software purchases 
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within an organization.  
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
Increasingly, the role of finding new software solutions is falling to individuals outside of the IT Department; 
however, primary research determines that IT Professionals are often the final decision makers when choosing 
which software an organization will use, and therefore need to be considered in the communication strategy 
(See Annex 2.4 for details).  
 

 
Current Clients 

Influencers/Enablers 
Current clients are a significant asset for IntellaQuest to leverage in communications: they have 
great stories to tell, and have significant goodwill towards the organization that can be used to build 
trust with prospective clients - making them an ideal influencer audience. But, in order to leverage 
these strengths, this campaign must first engage this audience and convince them to share their 
stories. 
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
97% of B2B software buyers think that user-generated content, like peer reviews and group discussions on 
online forums, are more credible than traditional marketing materials, making this a highly valuable strength to 
be leveraged in this campaign74. In addition, B2B software buyers are generally open to sharing feedback to help 
other customers, and 84% said they would be willing to participate if asked; however, they feel that they’re 
rarely asked75. This research demonstrates that this audience, when engaged, is a powerful tool for persuading 
potential purchasers, making them a strategic influencer audience for this campaign. 
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2.2 TARGET AUDIENCE ANALYSIS  
Analysis of Potential Customers (North American B2B Software 
Purchasers)  
 
Although this campaign’s primary audience is Functional Staff and Leaders, this group is a segment of 
the entire Potential Customers audience. As a result, significant strategic intelligence can be gained 
by understanding the biases, expectations, needs, codes and habits of the Potential Customers for 
B2B Software group, so a BENCH analysis has been conducted for this group to inform the 
campaign’s strategy.  

 
Demographics 

The average B2B buying committee is large and diverse. Most often, these teams are comprised of at 
least four people, who are typically fulfilling different roles within the company76. The size of this 
team is growing rapidly year over year. The average size in 2015 was 5.4 people, and the average size 
in 2017 was 6.877. Millennials are almost as likely to weigh in on B2B software purchase as 
Generation Xers, and in fact, 46% of all research done on B2B software is done by millennials - 
making demographic targeting that excludes one group over another on the assumption that only 
senior-level employees have purchasing power short-sighted78. As a result, this campaign will not 
segment the targeted audience based on demographic factors.  
 
Geographics 

Although enterprises all over the world purchase and use software to assist with their daily 
operations, the largest market for Enterprise Content Management (a software niche IntellaQuest 
can identify with) is located in North America, therefore the campaign will segment the global B2B 
purchasing audience and exclusively target North American professionals79.  
 
Psychographics and Behavioral 

An in-depth analysis of these characteristics is provided in the BENCH Analysis and Key Audience 
Analysis below.  
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BENCH Analysis  

Biases  

Purchase from Leaders, not Salespeople 

When it comes to choosing companies to engage with, B2B buyers are biased towards choosing ones 
that demonstrate thought leadership80.  B2B buyers are five times more likely to engage with a sales 
representative who demonstrates thought leadership by providing business or industry insights81 
and attributes 44% of a company’s value to the reputation of their CEO82. The amount of time 
decision makers spend reading thought leadership every week increased 8% between 2016 and 
2017, with 37% of all decision makers spending 1-3 hours every week reading thought leadership83. 
In addition, 45% of these same decision makers invited an organization to bid on a project after 
reading their thought leadership, even though they weren’t considering them beforehand – seeing 
that the thought leadership content was away to asses the calibre of thinking, credibility, and 
reputation of an organization.84 

Trust is Built Through Content and Reviews 

B2B buyers are biased to believe that companies are untruthful about the limitations of their 
products during the sales processes, which contributes to a hesitancy to talk to sales 
representatives85. However, 100% of B2B buyers surveyed say that the trustworthiness of online 
content surrounding a product they’re interested in is highly important, but 95% of that same group 
of buyers are open to considering vendor content as a trustworthy source providing they can 
demonstrate their expertise86- showing that these biases can be overcome through trust-building. 
Most trusted forms of B2B software purchasing information are: recommendations from people 
within the individual’s network, 80%; branded website content, 70%; and customer options posted to 
third-party sites online, 66%87. 
 

Expectations 

Independent Research Before Sales  

B2B buyers expect to be able to do significant independent research, including discovering the 
company's reputation, product specifications, and reading customer reviews, before talking to a sales 
representative88. Statistically, they expect to spend 65% of their total purchasing time frame simply 
getting ready to talk to a sales representative and do not want one of their first interactions with a 
software vendor to be contacting sales89. Additionally, 79% of B2B buyers want to engage with at 
least 3-5 pieces of vendor content before engaging with a sales person90.  Similarly, B2B buyers 
expect companies to accept and assist in their independent research process, not attempt to 
overcome it. When asked how B2B buyers would recommend improving the content created by B2B 
vendors, 93% said they would like to see less sales-focused content and 96% said they would like to 
see more educational, thought-leadership driven content91. 
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Searchability Within General Niche 

When starting their software discovery process, B2B buyers expect to be able to find software using 
general search terms. For instance, over 70% of B2B software searches start with a general search 
term, such as “HMC software,” instead of searching for specific companies92. Before they’re ready to 
begin engaging with a specific brand on their site, the average B2B buyer would have already 
completed 12 general searches pertaining to the software niche they’re interested in93. 

Depth of Understanding 

Bad thought leadership can have an adverse effect on the reputation of a company – 29% of decision 
makers decided not to do business with an organization after reading “bad” thought leadership from 
them.94 Although B2B messaging can, and should, include elements of emotional appeal, buyers 
generally expect a professional and educational tone from B2B vendors95. Outside of understanding 
the industry or functional areas, B2B buyers also expect their vendors have a vision for the future, 
with 88% of decision makers surveyed stating this was very important to them.96  

Range of Reviews 

B2B buyers highly favour reviews while discovering vendors, but they don’t expect all reviews to be 
positive. In fact, more than half of B2B (67%) prefer to see a mix of positive and negative reviews, and 
peak purchasing generally occurs when a product is rated at 4.0-4.7/5 as opposed to 5/5, as B2B 
buyers are skeptical of websites that list only positive reviews97. 

 
Needs 

Content Targeted to Them 

B2B buyers need content that is specific to their role and organization. For instance, being 
overwhelmed by information that’s irrelevant to their needs is cited as the top reason that slows the 
purchasing process in the awareness phase, and overall, this overwhelm can cause an 18% decreased 
in overall purchase ease98. When visiting vendor websites, 75% of B2B buyers say that seeing 
content that speaks directly to their role in the company is incredibly important99. As a result, 
research shows that segmenting B2B audience based on needs is the most efficient way to reach this 
audience, with factors like job function and the size of the organization being top identifiers100. 

 
Codes 

English is the expected language of business in North America, apart from Quebec.  
 
 

Habits 

Highly Social  

B2B buyers of all demographics use social media to research products and services, including 64% 
younger millennials, 59% older millennials, 56% Gen X101. 75% engage with their peers on social 
media to ask about products, and 53% use social media to make a final selection on which vendor to 
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choose102. Although email remains the number one way for professionals to share business-related 
content (97%), LinkedIn is the second most popular channel, with 85% of professionals saying they 
occasionally or frequently share articles with their network on the platform103.  

Content Preferences 

B2B buyers expect to engage with vendor content during the buying process, but their habits 
demonstrate that certain types of content are favoured. Almost half of B2B researchers watch at 
least 30 minutes worth of B2B-related videos while researching software, and 20% watch at least an 
hour of content on YouTube alone104. On vendor websites, B2B buyers use white papers (82%), 
webinars (78%), and case studies (73%), e-books (67%), infographics (66%), and blog posts (66%) to 
decide which vendor to choose105 

Engaged with Trade Publications 

B2B buyers react well to online ads, with a conversion rate of approximately 1%, however, the 
conversion rate for earned media placements on communication vehicles like trade publications can 
be upwards of 5%, making this a channel one that shouldn’t be ignored106. Trade publications attract 
a reader who has significant influence in the organization. 92% of trade publication readers said they 
had purchasing power within their organization, and more than 60% say that they’ve been involved in 
a purchasing decision worth more than $250,000 in the last two years - demonstrating that this 
audience is both targeted and influential107.  
 

Further Analysis of Key Campaign Audiences  
 

Functional Staff and Leaders 
Actors 
 
Today, 65% of software purchases are made by individuals outside of the IT department, and it’s 
estimated to grow to 80%108. Even if a functional staff member or team leader does not sit on the 
final purchasing committee for a new piece of software, it’s highly likely that they still have some say 
in the process by discovering and suggesting new tools or giving their opinions on which proposed 
tool would best serve their team; in fact, on average, 81% of non-C-suite staff members still have 
some kind of say in corporate purchasing decisions109. In addition, 89% say that the vendor that 
ultimately ended up winning their business provided content that made it easier to show ROI for the 
purchase and make a business case to upper management110.  
 
In terms of motivation, this group is motivated by the opportunity of advancing in their role and 
having impact with their work, and find that completing administrative tasks gets in the way of 
tackling more exciting special projects111. This group seeks to have the opportunity to apply creativity 
and solve problems in their work, and can feel stifled when having to manually complete strict and 
arduous business processes112.This group does not have the same high level of understanding of 
software that their colleagues in IT have, meaning that they can more easily become overwhelmed by 
irrelevant information when trying to discover new software113.  
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For the purposes of this campaign, this audience will be subdivided into two function areas, HR and 
SCM, to allow for campaign messages to be created that are highly-targeted towards the needs and 
experiences of each functional group. The persona of each of these individuals will be informed by the 
content of the client success story to create a cohesive campaign; however, it has been assumed, 
based on the success stories IntellaQuest has shared so far, that the case studies will pertain to 
training management and supplier management. If a case study is used outside of this niche, the 
personas will need to be adjusted accordingly.  

 
Human Resources 

Human Resources professionals are focused on managing the people, or human resources, inside an 
organization. They turn to software solutions to become more efficient in managing daily tasks, and 
improve the employee experience within their organization114. They value options that will allow for 
employee self service, provide data to help support decision making, and allow employees to be more 
productive while focusing less on administration115.  
 
Persona: Donny is a 28-year-old Training Coordinator on the HR team of a medium-sized warehouse 
company. A large part of his role includes overseeing training requirements for various teams and 
ensuring that staff are up-to-date and remaining compliant on industry requirements - protecting the 
company from potential litigation and ensuring that the company is prepared for external audits. 
Although Donny knows this kind of work is vital for the success of the organization, tasks like 
following up with staff members to sign off on training modules, scheduling team-wide training 
sessions, and manually updating training records, are some of the most time-consuming and boring 
parts of his day. He would much prefer spending his time tackling special projects, like reworking the 
company’s yearly performance evaluation metrics to incorporate more of their company values, 
which has been on the team’s “to-do” list ever since he was hired three years ago. He dreams of being 
promoted to Training Manager, or getting a raise in his current role, but knows he’ll need to 
demonstrate significant value to his employer first, and thinks succeeding with a new project will help 
him reach that goal. He’s not an expert in software, but would be interested in any tool that could 
help automate some of his work and make more time for the projects that could help grow his career. 
 

Supply Chain Management 
 
Supply Chain Management professionals are focused on building efficient and compliant supply 
chains. They turn to software solutions to help improve their relationships with partners, reduce the 
time they spend on administrative work116, and maintain/demonstrate compliance and good 
governance when required to report on their processes117.  
 
Persona: Rowan is a 34-year-old purchasing manager for an international carpet distributor. A lot of 
her role involves overseeing the company’s suppliers and tracking their process, reviewing 
purchasing orders for compliance, and resolving conflicts. Her company takes environmental 
stewardship very seriously, which is one of the reasons she applied for a job with them. They hope to 
create an Environmental Code of Ethics and find suppliers that align with their vision by 2025. 
Rowan wants to take on a more active role in this project that she’s passionate about, but feels like 
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she can’t take on more responsibility while still maintaining her daily tasks. She likes to share news 
about corporate sustainability and supply chain transparency with her network on LinkedIn, since 
many of her connections include like-minded individuals with the same interests, and usually checks 
her feed in the morning while she’s getting ready for the day. Although she’s not actively looking for 
software at this time, she would be open to learn more about tools that could help her devote more 
time to her passions at work.  
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
HR and SCM were chosen to be the Functional Staff and Leaders sub-group for this campaign since this is these 
are the functional groups outside of QM has the most client success stories to leverage – making strategic use of 
the goodwill IntellaQuest has earned from previous clients.   

 
IT Leaders 
Influencer/Enablers 
 
IT Leaders are often the final decision makers on software purchases and play a key role on 
purchasing committees (See Appendix 2.4). Primary research demonstrates that they are looking for 
details on factors like security, compliance, and how well this product integrates with current 
operating systems and tech stack before talking to a sales representative (See Appendix 2.4). 46% of 
IT Leaders believe that SaaS applications like IntellaQuest make them more vulnerable to security 
risks and having confidential information exposed, and as a result, communicating strategies for 
mitigating technological risks is critical with this audience118. This group also has a high hesitancy to 
speak with sales representatives in general, and would prefer to do as much independent research, 
preferably through reaching out to their network for peer reviews or reading reviews online, before 
getting in contact (See Appendix 2.4). 
 
Current Clients  
Influencer/Enablers 
 
Current clients are a significant asset for IntellaQuest to leverage in communications; they have 
great stories to tell and have significant goodwill towards the organization that can be used to build 
trust with prospective clients. In fact, 97% of B2B software buyers think that user-generated content 
is more credible than traditional marketing materials119. IntellaQuest will need to engage this 
audience and convince them to share their stories. 
 
Securing customer participation requires companies to mitigate customers common concerns about 
participation, mainly that the personal reputation of the company might be tarnished or that the time 
requirement to be involved will be too significant120. This audience is more likely to participate when 
offered a specific opportunity instead of a general request, and may find opportunities to share their 
experience in a group setting, like in a panel or media release with multiple clients, more appealing121. 
Similarly, the opportunity to participate anonymously, although not as impactful for communications 
stories, may make hesitant clients more willing to participate122. This being said, even though clients 
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may have concerns about the process, in general, most are excited by the opportunity. Overall, 84% 
of B2B software buyers said that they would be willing to share their perspective with other buyers 
in some form, but are rarely asked to do so - out of the 84% who said they would be willing to share, 
only 22% had actually written a review, 11% had provided a testimonial, and 9% had participated in a 
case study123.   
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2.3 IDENTIFICATION OF ALL ORGANIZATIONAL 
PUBLICS  

Actors Producers 

Potential Customers (Sub-groups include: 
Senior Leadership, IT Leadership, and 
Functional Staff and Leaders) 

Current Customers 

Former Customers 

Personnel in Florida 

Personnel in Macedonia 

Channel Links 
 

Enablers/Influencers Limiters 

Opinion Leaders 

Regulators 

Specialized Media 

Online Media 

Current Clients 

IT Professionals  

Competitors 
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2.4 THEMATIC ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH   
 
In-depth qualitative interviews were conducted with 7 IT Leaders across various industries to learn 
how new software solutions are discovered and implemented within their organization. The following 
is a thematic analysis that outlines common themes within the discussion and opinions shared by 
multiple professionals.  

 Distrust for Sales  

Number of Mentions: 5 

Quotes “I don't [like to talk to sales]. Yeah, it's typically not a great experience. It's called the 
dance - some sales folks are purely sales folks and they have very limited technical 
knowledge and you can sniff out of immediately.” 

P1 

 
“I don’t like the all fluff or the pizzazz and no substance to back it up, right? You know 
when you look at a lot of applications they say, “oh we can do everything…”, no. 
There are still a lot of that in the industry, where they report that they can sell all 
that the business needs, when, hey, no you can't... you can do three things, max.” 

P1 

 
“I can see why [sales people aggressively follow up] they wouldn’t really do it if it 
didn’t work. I do think that for something like this an email would be best though, it 
just depends how complicated it is to work… but a call for a first interaction probably 
isn’t a good first step.” 

P5 

 
“[I want to interact with sales] as little as possible. Mainly because I never feel like 
the sales rep has my best interest, they just want the sale.” 

P6 

 
“It’s like buying a car- I’ll figure out what I want and then I’ll talk to them, because in 
the end, I know what I am looking for and need. So as little as possible interaction 
until I know exactly what I want, I don’t want to be bothered until I know.” 

P6 

Website Content Doesn’t Resonate 

Number of Mentions: 9 

Quotes “Initially my first impression is there's not a lot of depth there [on the website]” P1 

 
“I have to do way too much scrolling and way too much to read” P2 
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“I mean a video of a breakdown the UI would be nice, or an example of the UI- as the 
IT guy i like to know what the software im using will look like at the end of the day, 
that is important” 

P4 

 
 A lot of the time they all say what this [the software] can do for you, but you don’t 
really know the pitfalls or the strengths before you get to play around with it - you 
don’t really know if it’s gonna do what it needs to do for your company - that’s where 
maybe the demo would come in handy. 

P4 

 
“Like i can tell that they’re spent the time on the solutions and the branding and all 
this stuff but I actually don’t see any screenshot of what the interface looks like, or 
what I’m gonna be seeing when using this kind of thing.” 

P4 

 
“I like that their website home page follows the flow of their text. I like that, 
however, it’s a lot of text. Which means it’s in depth though, if I was interested I 
would want text... I might limit some of the text on the homepage but I like the effect 
that I am not coming onto the site and asking “what do I do, or where do I go from 
here?” So basically I am understanding that they do everything. From a strict web 
perspective, as someone who had to develop and maintain websites, my biggest 
thing I don’t like is that they don’t state clearly what I think they want you to do is 
request a demo. However, there’s only 1 click to that, there should definitely be 
another way to click. It’s not really telling me why I should request a demo, or what I 
can expect from the demo, or how long the demo trial is, there is no extra blurb.” 

P6 

 
“I would just love to see more interactive elements.” P6 

 
“There is no reasoning to request the demo for, you know, different levels of 
organization- there’s no background information about the call to action other than 
simply, request a demo. Even on the request a demo page, it’s just a contact form 
essentially. I would probably want a blurb with a little more information...or even just 
a demonstration- if it’s a software, what does it look like?” 

P6 

 
It’s very broad, I don't really understand what they do day to day. Do they do 
everything? ... They could definitely use more videos and interactive tutorials even if 
they just posted something on YouTube. I am use to when learning about something 
just going on YouTube and learning that way.”  

P7 
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Desire for Details on Website 

Number of Mentions: 3 

Quotes “[I would like to know details] fairly early [in the discovery process]” P1 

 
“So basically [my aversion to sales] means having as much information as possible on 
the website or even having a live trial on their website that you can do… That way if 
it’s something I need, I will reach out to figure out the pricing.”  
 

P6 

 
“Let's take a look at their success stories, it does not tell me any success stories, 
none of these are specific… I guess I could reach out to them and find out how they 
use this, just seems odd to have to do that, their success stories are non-specific.” 

P7 
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ANNEX C  
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3.1 CAMPAIGN GOAL 
 
The relationship management goal of this strategic communications campaign is to build 
relationships with functional leaders in HR and SCM and create a reliable channel for future 
communication with them - giving IntellaQuest the foundation for future sales and marketing 
initiatives while creating opportunities for client growth. 
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
IntellaQuest seeks to grow their business by gaining new clients, but they have no existing awareness or 
relationship with any B2B software buyers that could potentially be nurtured into a client relationship. As a 
result, before gaining new clients it's critical that IntellaQuest begins to build an awareness, reputation, and the 
beginning of a relationship with audiences who are most likely to want to bring IntellaQuest solutions to their 
organization - Functional Staff and Leaders. This campaign seeks to forge the beginning of this relationship and 
ultimately establish a reliable channel for future communication by collecting the email addresses of accepting 
audience members so that the IntellaQuest sales team can nurture this relationship further. 
 

 

3.2 MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES 
This campaign has five measurable objectives, three of which target the campaign’s primary audience 
of Functional Staff and Leaders, and one objective each that target IT Leaders and Current Clients.  

Primary Audience 

 To have an effect on the awareness of functional staff and leadership in HR and SCM across 
North America; specifically to increase IntellaQuest’s monthly unique website sessions by 
130% over 8 months (August 2019 - March 2020). 

 To have an effect on the acceptance of functional staff and leadership in HR and SCM across 
North America; specifically to gain 50 new subscribers for IntellaQuest’s email list over 8 
months (August 2019 - March 2020).  

 To have an effect on the acceptance of functional staff and leadership in HR and SCM across 
North America; specifically to record a 75% understanding of campaign key messages in the 
evaluative research survey completed in April 2020. 

Secondary Audiences 

 To have an effect on the acceptance of IT Leaders across North America; specifically to record 
a 75% understanding of campaign key messages in the evaluative research survey completed 
in April 2020. 

 To have an effect on the action of current IntellaQuest clients; specifically to convert 25% of 
selected current clients into PR program participants over 2 months (May - June 2019). 
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ANNEX D   
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4.1 STRATEGY OVERVIEW 
Overall Vision 
IntellaQuest seeks to grow their business by gaining new clients, but they have no existing awareness 
or relationship with any B2B software buyers that could potentially be nurtured into a client 
relationship. To align with this business need, this campaign works to build the foundation of a 
relationship between Functional Staff and Leaders and IntellaQuest, creating a reliable way to 
communicate with them in the future. 
 
With this in mind, the strategy to Mirror, Engage, and Build was developed to meet this business need. 
For instance, research demonstrates that the current messaging used by IntellaQuest could be 
improved to be more engaging to the target audience, which demonstrates why taking time to adjust 
this messaging and get IntellaQuest truly ready to communicate with their audience, as outlined in 
the Mirror The Audiences is incredibly important. By amplifying these existing channels, IntellaQuest 
will be in a stronger position to be accepted by any new audiences who discover them as a result of 
this campaign.  Once these channels are prepared for communication, this campaign will they seek to 
raise awareness and make strong introductions by Engaging on Their Terms with the audience on 
channels that research demonstrates they use and trust. Lastly, once the initial introduction has been 
made, this campaign will continue to build the relationship between IntellaQuest and it’s targeted 
audiences by creating content that includes the themes and tones research demonstrates is most 
likely to Build a Relationship Based on Trust between the two groups; ultimately encouraging the target 
audience to give IntellaQuest their email address to further the relationship.  
 
The proposed proactive strategy includes three components: mirroring the audiences, engaging with 
them on their terms, and building a relationship based on trust. These three components use both 
active and communication strategies to accomplish campaign goals. 

Mirror the Audiences  

Capitalize on opportunities to add communications infused with audience-specific language in 
IntellaQuest’s current communication vehicles that appeal to the diverse and specific needs of both 
primary and secondary audiences - preparing these vehicles to be shown to a wider audience.  

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
Research demonstrates that more than 70% of B2B software searches start with a generic search term, like 
“HMC software,” rather than a search for specific company124. And, being overwhelmed by information that’s 
irrelevant to their needs is cited as the top reason that slows the purchasing process in the awareness phase, 
and overall, this overwhelm can cause an 18% decreased in overall purchase ease125. Functional Staff and 
Leaders require messaging that’s highly targeted to their needs, and to ensure that when future promotional 
tactics drive this audience to IntellaQuest communication vehicles they connect with the messaging it’s critical 
that it’s updated to suit them.  
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Engage on Their Terms 

Leverage stories from current clients and the strategic intelligence of the IntellaQuest team, then go 
where Functional Staff and Leaders are and communicate with them using engaging content on 
owned and earned media channels - like social media, review sites, and trade publications - to create 
an impressive introduction.  
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
Campaign research demonstrates that the most popular communication channels used by this audience to 
share and discover new software include LinkedIn, review websites, and trade publications. As a result, this 
campaign will go where this audience is already and introduce IntellaQuest in an engaging way that’s reflective 
of the needs of the platform.  
 

 
Build a Relationship Based on Trust 

Once an initial relationship has been established, provide highly valuable content including themes of 
thought leadership on owned media channels that are responsive to the core needs and desires of 
the targeted audiences, building a reputation of authority, ethos, and trust for IntellaQuest.  
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
Trust is extremely important in the B2B purchasing process. Given the bias this audience holds against 
salespeople, the affinity they hold for thought leaders, and the desire they have to engage with multiple pieces of 
vendor-produced content before getting in touch with the company, this campaign will produce high-quality 
content based in thought-leadership to assist the audience in developing trust for IntellaQuest - ultimately 
leading them to accept the organization and begin to build a deeper relationship with them. 
 

 
Long-Term Opportunities 
This campaign was designed to be repeatable and buildable in nature, meaning that this same 
strategy can be modified and applied to promoting additional functional groups (such as operations, 
legal, etc.) as resources permit - ideally on a yearly basis, adding two additional two more functional 
groups each year. The campaign was designed in this fashion to bridge the gap between 
IntellaQuest’s desire to present themselves as a software company that provides solutions for every 
function and the limited resources available to devote to communications campaigns.  

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
A lack of monetary and human resources has been identified as a weakness for this campaign that must be 
mitigated in the planning process. This fact, combined with the knowledge that Functional Staff and Leaders 
prefer highly-personalized messages126, demonstrate that a small, highly-targeted campaign is the best way to 
build relationships with the intended audience. 
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4.2 MEDIA STRATEGY 
This campaign will take place over four key channels: the IntellaQuest website, LinkedIn, email, and 
trade publications. Each of these vehicles was strategically chosen to meet the needs of both the 
primary and secondary audiences targeted by this campaign.   
 

Functional Staff and Leaders 
As the primary actor audience of this campaign, campaign objectives targeted this audience to both 
raise awareness and acceptance of IntellaQuest. Research shows that this audience values the 
insight of their peers, and often turns to social media or trade media to learn about their field127. As a 
result, the communication vehicles used to connect with this audience will be the IntellaQuest 
website, review sites, LinkedIn and trade publications.  

IntellaQuest Website 

Research demonstrates that B2B audiences use the vendor website extensively during the 
awareness and acceptance phases, making it a natural media channel for this campaign. As outlined in 
the Audience Analysis, Functional Staff and Leaders expect that B2B vendors target their specific 
needs with their messaging - especially on their website. This audience also expects to be able to find 
extensive content about the software on the vendors website, and seeks to engage with white 
papers, webinars, case studies, e-books and blog posts on this channel128. This audience prefers to be 
able to conduct independent research before speaking to a sales representative, ideally on the 
vendors website129.  

Review Sites 

Campaign research demonstrates that review websites are highly used by this audience both gain 
awareness of software tools and acceptance on which vendors would best suit their needs130. As a 
result, they are a strategic media choice for this campaign. Only one review site, G2 Crowd, was 
selected for this campaign to limit success stories being spread thinly across too many platforms. 
Since G2 Crowd has 1.5 million active users every month, its large size makes it a strategic choice.  

LinkedIn 

Research demonstrates that professionals across all demographic age groups use social media to 
research B2B products, and of those platforms, LinkedIn is the top platform used to share and 
consume business related content131. As a result, building relationships with the campaign’s targeted 
audience on this platform is a strategic choice.   
 
Trade Publications  

Although when analyzing a B2C audience it’s clear that traditional print tactics are losing impact in 
favour of digital channels, B2B audience are still engaging with their favourite trade publications in 
print and online132. In addition, the types of professionals who engage with these publications are 
highly aligned with the campaign audience. Not only are trade publications highly specialized based 
on departmental function, but they also attract a reader who has significant influence in the 
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organization. 92% of trade publication readers said they had purchasing power within their 
organization, and more than 60% say that they’ve been involved in a purchasing decision worth more 
than $250,000 in the last two years - demonstrating that this audience is both targeted and 
influential133.  

IT Leaders 
In terms of campaign objectives, IT Leaders are not being targeted to raise awareness, only 
acceptance. This means that although this campaign is not looking to inform them about IntellaQuest, 
it strives to present the organization in a way that will resonate with this audience should they 
discover IntellaQuest through their own means. For this reason, the IntellaQuest website will be the 
only communication vehicle used to reach this audience.  

Current Clients 
In terms of campaign objectives, Current Clients are being targeted to increase their action and 
participation in IntellaQuest’s PR program. Since IntellaQuest already has a direct relationship with 
these individuals, email has been chosen as the primary communication vehicle since it’s low-cost and 
has the potential to be personalized for each client - a strategic choice since B2B software users are 
more likely to participate in PR programs when they’re approached with a specific request134.  
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4.3 CREATIVE STRATEGY 

Guiding Key Message 
The guiding key message for this campaign is the phrase, “efficiencies for impact” which tells the story 
of how IntellaQuest tools allows professionals to automate their daily tasks for greater efficiency, 
which allows them to focus on work that’s more impactful. It was created to answer, “What’s in it for 
me?” where the answer is, “Creating more time for the projects you’re passionate about at work”. In 
short, this message creates salience and differentiates IntellaQuest through emotional appeals that 
related directly to the motivation of the targeted audience.  
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
 
Campaign research demonstrates that the target audience perceives a lot of the processes that IntellaQuest 
can automate as boring, administrative work, and would much prefer to spend their time working on special 
projects that are both creatively fulfilling and offer greater potential for career advancement135. This key 
message leverages this audience insight to create an inspiring message that’s motivating to Functional Staff and 
Leaders. Campaign research shows that 88% of B2B buyers want to choose vendors that have a vision for the 
future136, and communicating an inspirational key message helps to demonstrate IntellaQuest’s vision.  
 

 
 

Audience-Specific Key Messages 
The guiding key message “efficiencies for impact” was used to inspire several other audience-specific 
key messages that tailor the idea of this statement to the specific needs of each targeted audience – 
creating reiteration and salience in the messaging.  

Functional Staff and Leaders 

 IntellaQuest is creating a world where people spend less time on work, and more time on the 
projects that have real impact.  

 IntellaQuest is a combination Enterprise Content Management and Business Workflow 
Management System that amplifies the software systems your organization already uses - 
allowing you to unlock efficiency through the power of automation.  

 The IntellaQuest team is comprised of industry experts with proven records of helping 
organizations just like yours automate their business processes intelligently.  

 IntellaQuest helps your team find efficiencies for impact. 

HR 

 Unlock efficiency through the power of automation, and send less time managing training 
requirements.  

 How would you transform your organization if you could spend less time on administration? 
 Find more time to take on special projects with IntellaQuest. 
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SCM 

 Unlock efficiency through the power of automation, and spend less time managing your 
suppliers.  

 How would you transform your organization if you could spend less time on administration? 
 Find more time to take on special projects with IntellaQuest. 

IT Leaders 

 IntellaQuest is a combination Enterprise Content Management and Business Workflow 
Management System that amplifies the software systems your organization already uses - 
allowing you to unlock efficiency through the power of automation and focus on projects with 
impact.  

 IntellaQuest is powered by Intel and integrates with the software tools your business is 
already using, like your ERP, CRM or HCM, allowing you to amplify their potential.  

 IntellaQuest is built to include comprehensive security measures, including a single-sign on 
configurable database. 

Current Clients 

• IntellaQuest is creating a world where people spend less time on work, and more time on 
the projects that have real impact.  

• Help others in (client’s function) find efficiencies for impact.  
• Imagine how our world would change it everyone could spend less time on administrative 

work? 

 
Message Source 
For this campaign, two message sources will be identified to leverage a sense of thought leadership in 
this campaign. These message sources will be chosen to reflect two individuals on the IntellaQuest 
team who have high levels of subject matter expertise in the areas of HM and SCM and can be 
adequately portrayed as thought leaders.  
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
Research shows that poorly executed thought leadership can cause a decrease in reputation. As a result, 
selecting these individuals based on their credibility will be the most important factor in choosing campaign 
spokespeople137. 
 

 

Visual Communications 
One of IntellaQuest’s strengths is that they have recently completed a visual rebrand of the 
company, and as a result have an attractive visual identity that can be leveraged. This campaign will 
incorporate visual communications to help support campaign key messages, particularly by including 
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graphics along with the message on various media channels - always following the brand identity that 
had previously been established to maintain consistency.  
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
Common feedback of the IntellaQuest website from primary research was that although visually the 
IntellaQuest website looked nice in terms of colours and layouts, there was too much copy and not enough 
graphics on the page (See Appendix 2.4). When compared to the communications strategies of their 
competitors, IntellaQuest’s website (the most established communication vehicle) does have significantly more 
text and fewer images/graphics than others in their niche (See Appendix 1.4). As a result of this research, it is 
strategic to add more graphics and visual means of communicating key messages into this campaign. 
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ANNEX E  
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5.1 TACTICAL OVERVIEW  
 
The communication tactics used in this campaign can be broken down into three overarching 
categories: Targeted Communications, Client Outreach Program, and the Thought Leadership 
Content Strategy. Within each category, targeted individual tactics are used to meet campaign 
objectives.  

Targeted Communications  
Audiences: Functional Staff and Leaders, IT Leaders, Current Clients 
Purpose: Increase the acceptance levels of audiences who interact with IntellaQuest communication 
vehicles.  
Resources: Leverage the strong visual identity that was created when IntellaQuest recently designed 
their website. Overcoming IntellaQuest’s undefined niche and the higher-than-average bounce rate 
their website currently receives by clearly articulating the problems that they solve using audience-
focused language.  

Introduce Audience-Specific Messages 

In order to prepare the IntellaQuest communication vehicles to be promoted to a larger audience of 
Functional Staff and Leaders, IT Leaders, and Current Clients, it’s important that messaging 
presented on these channels, both written and visual, is reflective of campaign key messages and the 
needs of the audience. For this campaign, given what is known about the audience, it’s recommended 
that the new IntellaQuest communications team members spend time in the preparation phase 
adjusting the current website copy to include campaign key messages on the existing pages, in 
addition to adding new web pages specifically targeting campaign audiences, namely IT Leaders, HR 
Professionals, and SCM Professionals. This tactic will not redesign the website, simply amplify and 
adjust the existing content to be more in-line with the expectations of the audiences targeted by this 
campaign.  
 
Updating Existing Pages 

This campaign recommends updating the content on the following pages to include key messages 
that resonate with the selected campaign audiences, including: “Home”, “Our Solutions”, “Who We 
Are”, and “Success Stories”. In general, this update will reduce the amount of messaging that begins 
with “We…” and adjust the focus of this content to be focused on the problems and needs of the 
audience member rather than IntellaQuest. It will also reduce the amount of written copy on the 
website, a notable concern discovered in primary research, and introduce more visual 
communication through product screenshots and related imagery (See Appendix 2.4). As seen in the 
key messages, this update will include content that clearly states the software niche that IntellaQuest 
belongs to.  
 
This campaign also recommends adding a description to the company’s LinkedIn Page that includes 
campaign key message to create a unified brand identity across all vehicles. 
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Create New Pages 

This campaign recommends the creation of four new pages on the website: “Human Resources”, 
“Supply Chain Management”, “Information Technology Systems” and “Resources”. The first three 
pages will be nested under the current “Our Solutions” tab under the heading “By Department”, and 
will house key messages specific to the related functional audience and have the capabilities link to 
any future content (blog post, case studies, media placements) that have been generated in later 
stages of the campaign using WordPress Plugins. The “Resources” page will become a new link in the 
top navigation, showing the RSS feed for the new IntellaQuest blog, which will be discussed further in 
Thought Leadership Content Strategy. 
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
Functional Staff and Leaders value B2B content that is specifically geared towards their role, and can become 
quickly overwhelmed by irrelevant information that doesn’t reflect their needs138. They also expect to be able to 
identify a B2B software website within a specific software niche or category - demonstrated by the fact that 
more than 70% of all B2B software searches begin with general search terms related to the software niche139. 
The fact that these two elements are missing could help explain why the IntellaQuest website’s bounce rate is 
5% higher than industry average, demonstrating that compared to similar B2B software websites, IntellaQuest 
is not retaining their audience as well as their competitors140. By refreshing the language used on their website 
to be more reflective of the audience, IntellaQuest will be better positioned to retain the audiences that the 
other promotional tactics seek to generate. 
 

 

For a visual example of this tactic, refer to Work Sample 1, Annex G 

 
Client Outreach Program 

Audiences: Current Clients 
Purpose: Incite current clients to take action and participate in IntellaQuest’s public relations 
program through sharing their stories, which helps increase the acceptance levels of Functional Staff 
and Leaders.  
Resources: Leverage IntellaQuest’s existing goodwill amongst current client and the stories they 
have to tell. Overcome the campaign’s low budget by using no-cost tactics to leverage existing 
strengths. Mitigate IntellaQuest’s low visibility in comparison to competitors by building a presence 
on platforms their competitors are already using.  
 
Client Ranking Index 

To select the best candidates to ask to participate in IntellaQuest’s PR program, this campaign 
recommends the creation of a Client Ranking Index to determine a client’s suitability for the program. 
This index tracks how long a client has been with IntellaQuest and how they are progressing in each 
of their bi-weekly check-in meetings.   
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STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
Although research demonstrates that in general, 84% of clients are eager to have the opportunity to share their 
experience with B2B vendors, it’s important that they are asked the correct way141. By creating a Client Ranking 
Index that assesses the suitability of each client, IntellaQuest communication staff members will have the tools 
to select the most strategic clients to ask for their participation, increasing the likelihood of action.   
 

 
Review Placement  

Given the importance the target audience places on third-party reviews, this campaign recommends 
that IntellaQuest creates a free account on G2 Crowd so that they can begin to ask satisfied clients 
to leave a review on this platform. G2 Crowd was selected as the primary review site for this 
campaign since they have a large existing audience on the platform, with 1.5 million active buyers 
using the site every month, and IntellaQuest’s competitors already have a presence here - which will 
increase the likelihood of IntellaQuest being shown to their targeted audience through G2 Crowd’s 
“Compare Similar Solutions” feature142. Although there are similar sites to G2 Crowd, this campaign 
suggests only creating an account and soliciting reviews for their site, so there’s one clear place 
IntellaQuest can direct their clients to when asking them to leave a review.  
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
Even if IntellaQuest Clients wanted to leave a review about the company, they currently are unable to because 
the company is not listed on popular software review sites - which also makes it difficult for Functional Staff and 
Leaders to discover and research IntellaQuest, since they seek out software reviews on third-party sites to learn 
things like who offers the best customer support, which provider offers the least risk, how user-friendly the 
program is, and how pricing compares to competitors143. By becoming present on G2 Crowd, IntellaQuest is 
increasing the awareness of their brand on a channel where their target audience is already researching their 
competitors. 
 

 
Client Proposals  

Once a client has met the criteria listed in the Client Ranking Index, they will be asked to participate 
through a combination of an in-person request during the bi-weekly onboarding check in and follow-
up proposal email. In this campaign, selected clients will be asked twice to participate in the PR 
program. First, they will be asked if they would be willing to leave a review on G2 Crowd. Next, they 
will be asked if they would be willing to participate in a case study.  
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
Research has demonstrated that although many B2B clients are willing to participate in Public Relations 
programs in some way, not being asked is a significant barrier to participation. By asking clients, both in person 
during the bi-weekly check in meetings and following up with a client proposal email, IntellaQuest will be 
actively encouraging participation from this group. 
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For a visual example of this tactic, refer to Work Sample 2, Annex H 

Thought Leadership Content Strategy 
Audiences: Functional Staff and Leaders 
Purpose: Strategically disseminate content to increase the awareness of Functional Staff and Leaders 
of IntellaQuest, then use content to increase their acceptance of IntellaQuest as thought leaders, 
ultimately inciting them to take action and sign up for the newsletter to receive more exclusive 
content.  
Resources: Leverage IntellaQuest’s strategic intelligence while capitalizing on the B2B buyer’s 
sociocultural shift to seek vendors who are thought leaders. Overcome a small budget and limited 
existing audience choosing low-cost content creation tactics and allocating money towards 
distribution.    

 
Targeted Blog Posts 

Given the target audience's desire to engage with vendor-produced content prior to contacting a 
sales representative, this campaign recommends developing bi-weekly blog posts for each functional 
audience, HR and SCM - resulting in publishing one blog post a week. These blog posts will be at least 
2,300 words in length and will be highly education in nature. Each post will be ghost-written by the 
communications team on behalf of the individual at IntellaQuest who is the internal subject matter 
expert on the topic, which will position them as thought leaders who stands behind this content.   
 
The editorial calendar for these posts will be developed in the preparation phase of the campaign. 
Content will be selected based on the type of stories that will be featured in the case studies, so that 
each blog post is written in a way that makes signing up for the IntellaQuest newsletter to receive the 
case study a natural call to action.         
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
B2B buyers expect to be able to engage with 3+ pieces of rich content before they speak with a sales agent; 
however, it can be incredibly resource-intensive to create an adequate amount of content using mediums like 
video or live webinars144. As a result, blog posts are the ideal medium choice since they are still a highly 
preferred medium (66%) to learn about software vendors, but require significantly fewer resources to 
produce145  
 
The word count for these posts was directed by recent research that Google’s latest algorithm favours posts 
that have, on average, 2,416 words and that long-form content outperforms short-form posts by 40.54%146. 
 

 

Exclusive Case Studies 

This campaign proposes using case studies containing success stories as exclusive, subscriber-only 
content to incentivize this audience to sign up for the list - creating a reliable and affordable way to 
contact them in the future to continue building the relationship. These case studies will be multiple 
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pages in length, detailing the specific story of a client (ideally named, but anonymous if necessary) and 
the exact problem that IntellaQuest helped them to solve and reiterating the salience of IntellaQuest.   
 
The case studies are a critical tactic for this campaign. Signing up to receive these case studies will be 
the ultimate call to action of this campaign, and the content of these case studies will help to inform 
the direction taken by the blog posts and editorial calendars so that they all work cohesively to 
suggest that the audience registers. This campaign assumes that one case study will be earned 
through the Client Outreach program, however, if more are gathered than editorial calendars can be 
created in a way that lead naturally to all case studies.  
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
Case studies leverage the stories to tell of existing customers, and are highly desired content type by B2B 
purchasers - 73% say that this type of content is their preferred type147. Having some form of incentive, or opt-
in, to encourage email subscribers is a common strategy in the B2B industry. The audience expects this and is 
open to providing their email address is exchange for valuable content providing that the opt-in form to obtain 
this content is not too long. 
 

 

Media Query Submission  

Cision offers a free service called Help A Reporter Out (HARO). HARO allows journalists to put out 
request for highly-specific experts to be featured in one of their articles - either through giving a 
quote on a specific topic, providing insights that guide the entire piece, or something in between. This 
service sends out a list of opportunities three times a day to subscribers, and typically organizations 
have 24-48 hours to pitch their involvement to the journalist who is requesting help. On average, 
HARO has sent out 2 queries that IntellaQuest would be eligible to pitch to every day. HARO 
presents an opportunity for IntellaQuest to build a relationship with media outlets and establish the 
company’s reputation for thought leadership. This campaign recommends that HARO’s emails are 
monitored by an IntellaQuest communications team member and any opportunities to participate in 
fitting articles are taken advantage of immediately. 
  

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
Research demonstrates that the target audience is engaged with trade publications. By pitching IntellaQuest 
thought leaders to suitable HARO queries, this campaign will increase the chances of generating no-cost earned 
media on highly targeted communication channels. 
 

 

LinkedIn Advertisements 

This campaign proposes using LinkedIn native advertisements to disseminate content to the 
campaign’s primary audience. Each of these ads will be set up as a single-photo link directed to an 
IntellaQuest blog post that looks like a typical post on a user’s feed. These ads will be set up using a 
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cost-per-click campaign and will be optimized for link clicks, with two campaign groups made to 
target individuals within the functions of HR and SCM. Every time a new blog post is created, it will 
be added as an ad within the existing campaign and shown to the existing audience. 
 
To further support the LinkedIn advertising efforts, each of the blog posts will also be posted 
organically to the company’s LinkedIn page, for a total of one post per week.  
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
The campaign audience is highly social on LinkedIn, and can easily be found by targeting the ads based on their 
job function. They’re also more likely to engage with LinkedIn native ads and share the content with their 
network more on this platform than other social media networks148. By optimizing for clicks, this tactic works 
directly to support the objective of increasing unique visitors.   
 

 

Advertorials/Sponsored Content in Trade Publications  

This campaign proposes using two advertorials (otherwise known as sponsored content) per 
functional leader in trade publications to have a guaranteed opportunity to connect with the primary 
audience on these channels. These articles will appear exclusively in the digital issue to maximize the 
campaign budget and will stay on the website indefinitely.  
 
The months to run the advertorials have been strategically chosen based on the magazine’s editorial 
calendar - SCM’s advertorial will run in August with Inside Logistics Canada during their software 
issue, which has approximately 16,000 monthly readers; and HR’s advertorial will run in November 
with HR Professional Now during their 50 years of HR issue, which is a professional association 
magazine for the Human Resources Professional Association (HRPA) which is sent to 24,000 
members in Ontario every month. The content of these advertorials will be related to the issue’s 
focus and the general theme of the case study hosted on the IntellaQuest website to create a 
cohesive campaign.  
 

 
STRATEGIC RATIONALE 
Purchasing advertorials is a strategic campaign because it guarantees placement on a channel that can generate 
awareness with the campaign’s targeted audience. In addition, purchasing these advertorials may assist in 
forming a better relationship with the trade publications, opening the door for future promotional opportunities. 
For this reason, industry association magazines were chosen when they fit within budget, like HR Professional, 
to begin to form a relationship that with the broader organization. 
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5.2 BUDGET 
 
The budget has been identified as one of the primary challenges faced by this campaign, coupled with 
an existing low level of awareness for IntellaQuest and no significant existing audience to leverage. 
To overcome this challenge, campaign spending has been prioritized on generating awareness and 
securing highly targeted, strategic content distribution channels and using inexpensive content 
creation tactics that leverage existing resources.  
 

Tactic Calculation Cost 

Website Updates 
Contingency 

Contingency to cover any additional web developer support 
costs incurred from making updates to the website 

$400.00 

Case Study 
Template 

1 Graphic design case study template with standard 
commercial usage rights @ $16 per template, sourced from 
Creative Market 

$16.00 

Blog Graphic 
Design 
Templates 

Contingency to give communications team the ability to 
amplify blog content using graphics templates purchased 
with commercial usage rights on Creative Market or similar 
online marketplace  

$100.00 

LinkedIn Native 
Advertising 

1 Advertising campaign on LinkedIn @ $8,000 maximum 
lifetime spend  

$8000.00 

Advertorial - HR 
Professional  

1 Sponsored content article in HR Professional magazine in 
their November issue @ $500 per article 

$500.00 

Advertorial- 
Inside Logistics  

1 Sponsored content article in Inside Logistics magazine in 
their August issue @ $1765 per article 

$1765 

Contingency 
Cost 

10% General contingency @ 12,000 budget $1,200.00 

  
$11,981.00 
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5.3 SCHEDULE  
This campaign will take place across three phases: Preparation, Active Communication, and 
Evaluation.  

Overview 

Preparation Active Communication Eval. 

 

Preparation  

The Preparation stage will take place between May - July of 2019, and will occupy the first three 
months of the campaign. The purpose of this stage is to give new IntellaQuest staff members a 
chance to get to know the organization, in addition to completing the Targeted Communications and 
Client Outreach Program tactics which work to prepare IntellaQuest’s communication vehicles for 
engaging Functional Staff and Leaders. 

Active Communication  

The Active Communication stage will take place between August 2019 - March 2020, and will occupy 
the middle eight months of the campaign. The purpose of this stage is to execute the Thought 
Leadership Content Strategy tactics, communicating actively with the primary audience, Functional 
Staff and Leaders. This stage will work towards completing the goal of the campaign, to build 
relationships with Functional Staff and Leaders, after the foundation for success was laid in the 
Preparation stage.  

Evaluation  

The Evaluation stage will take place in April 2020, and will occupy the last month of the campaign. 
The purpose of this stage is to conduct research to evaluate the effectiveness of the tactics 
completed in the Preparation and Active Communication stages of the campaign, using SurveyQuest 
to track the level of acceptance of key messages.  

  



Tactic 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Update Communications
Create New Pages 

Client Ranking Index
Placement on G2Crowd
Client Proposals

Creation of Editorial Calendar
Creation of Blog Posts
Creation of Case Study Template
Finalization of Case Studies
Creation of Advertorials
Media Queries (HARO)

Post-Campaign Evaluation Survey

Schedule

Thought Leadership Content Strategy

Evaluation

Preparation EvaluationActive Communications

Targeted Communications 

Client Outreach Program 

November December January February March AprilMay June July August September October
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5.4 CHALLENGES 
 
To ensure effective execution of this campaign, potential challenges that IntellaQuest may face have 
been identified and a plan has been enacted to mitigate potentially related issues and make the most 
strategic use of the resources at hand.   

 
Budget 

Money is a significant challenge that will need to be overcome throughout the strategic planning of 
this campaign - $12,000 does not stretch far in an international or national campaign, especially 
when coupled with a low lack of awareness and an extremely limited existing audience to leverage. To 
overcome this, the budget for this campaign has been focused on securing strategic, highly-targeted 
distribution channels (through paid and organic media placements on both LinkedIn and trade 
publications) and using low-cost content generation tactics.  
 

Human Resources 
Human resources are also a challenge that must be strategically overcome in this campaign. 
IntellaQuest currently has no marketing, communications, or public relations team members to 
execute this campaign and 1 - 2 new staff members with limited knowledge of IntellaQuest will need 
to be hired. For this reason, this campaign has been designed to be implemented with only two 
individuals, one specializing in content writing and the other in media relations, with ample time to 
complete the tasks required. The first three months of this campaign have been devoted to preparing 
for communication with the actor audience, which leaves a generous amount of time for the new 
team members to be onboarded on the IntellaQuest team while preparing the campaign.  

 

Detailed Stories to Tell  
IntellaQuest CEO Jas Sandhu has cited that their current clients have significant goodwill towards 
the organization and have stories to tell about how IntellaQuest software has solved problems in 
their business; however, these stories have not been shared in detail with the Capstone team. As a 
result, the details of these stories have been editorialized in the work samples to provide a context of 
what the final campaign could look like, but in order for this campaign to be truly successful the new 
IntellaQuest communications staff would need to invest time into learning the real details behind 
each of these stories. This challenge has been mitigated by leaving significant time at the beginning of 
the campaign, the first three months, for these stories to be gathered and prepared for dissemination 
to the audience.  
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Confusion Around Functions Serviced  

One potential risk or challenge that may occur as a result of this campaign is creating the perception 
that IntellaQuest only serves certain functions, HR and SCM, with their software tools, since they are 
the functions most predominantly represented in the communications materials. This will be 
mitigated by including key messages that reflect the fact that IntellaQuest serves all organizational 
facets and creating the campaign in a way that would allow it to be repeated in the future to create 
foundational content for other key functional areas.  

 

SurveyQuest Roll Out 

IntellaQuest is currently developing their own tool, SurveyQuest, that can be used to research 
audiences and measure campaign success; however, it’s not currently completed and will not be 
ready for use when the campaign begins. IntellaQuest prefers to use their own software solutions 
when available, no formatting surveys have been planned for the beginning of this campaign to allow 
for time for their tool to be completed. Since the survey tool is on track to be completed within the 
coming months, it has been scheduled to be used for evaluative research at the end of the campaign. 
If SurveyQuest is not completed by the end of the campaign, an outside tool like SurveyMonkey or 
Qualtrics can be used as a contingency.  
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ANNEX F  
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6.1 MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION  
This campaign will measure five objectives for three separate audiences.  
 

Objective Measurement Strategic Rationale 

Functional Staff and Leaders 

To have an effect on the 
awareness of functional 
staff and leadership in HR 
and SCM across North 
America; specifically to 
increase IntellaQuest’s 
monthly unique website 
sessions by 130% over 8 
months (August 2019 - 
March 2020). 

Monitor monthly web traffic 
using Google Analytics, 
comparing to March 2018 - 
March 2019’s monthly 
average of 190 unique 
sessions.  

Unique web sessions are the 
number of new website visitors 
IntellaQuest receives monthly. 
Tracking this metric 
demonstrates how many 
individuals are gaining a level of 
awareness of IntellaQuest 
beyond simply seeing them 
passively in an advertisement or 
seeing their name in an article. 
This number was selected based 
on the estimated CTR of the 
LinkedIn ads and advertorials, 
provided by the vendors.   

To have an effect on the 
acceptance of functional 
staff and leadership in HR 
and SCM across North 
America; specifically to 
gain 50 new subscribers 
for IntellaQuest’s email list 
over 8 months (August 
2019 - March 2020).  

Track the number of email 
subscribers gained using the 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM.  

By agreeing to give their email in 
exchange for an exclusive case 
study, the target audience is 
demonstrating that they accept 
and trust IntellaQuest enough to 
give them a piece of personal 
information - demonstrating this 
audience is beginning to form a 
relationship with IntellaQuest. 
This number was informed by the 
average conversion rate range 
for B2B companies, which as a 
median are 3% but can range as 
high as 16%149.This campaign 
aims for a conversion rate of 
10%.  
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To have an effect on the 
acceptance of functional 
staff and leadership in HR 
and SCM across North 
America; specifically to 
record a 75% 
understanding of campaign 
key message in the 
evaluative research survey 
completed in April 2020. 

Issue a SurveyQuest survey 
to all email newsletter 
subscribers, segmenting by 
function type, asking 
questions pertaining to how 
well they understood the 
campaign’s key messages. 

Issuing a survey to track how well 
the target audience understood 
the key messages allows the 
campaign to confirm whether or 
not the audience truly 
understood the premise of the 
campaign and how well they 
accept it. This number was 
selected by considering the fact 
that typical B2B open rates/CTR 
demonstrate that only the most 
engaged audiences will interact 
with the content, who will 
naturally have a higher likelihood 
of knowing they key messages 
since they have been more 
engaged  

IT Leaders 

To have an effect on the 
acceptance of IT Leaders 
across North America; 
specifically to record a 75% 
understanding of campaign 
key messages in the 
evaluative research survey 
completed in April 2020. 

Issue a SurveyQuest survey 
to all email newsletter 
subscribers, segmenting by 
function type, asking 
questions pertaining to how 
well they understood the 
campaign’s key messages.  

Similar strategic rationale to why 
this evaluative tactic was applied 
for Functional Staff and Leaders. 

Current Clients 

To have an effect on the 
action of current 
IntellaQuest clients; 
specifically to convert 25% 
of selected current clients 
into PR program 
participants over 2 months 
(May - June 2019). 

Track the number of 
participants secured using a 
spreadsheet.  

Tracking the number of 
participants in a spreadsheet 
allows this campaign to directly 
note the amount of action that 
has been taken place by the 
audience, wherein each instance 
of participation is considered an 
action. A conversion percentage 
was selected instead of a number 
since IntellaQuest holds their 
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number of new clients as 
confidential.  
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WORK SAMPLE 1: HOMEPAGE CONTENT UPDATE 
 
Meta Description: 

IntellaQuest is a combination Enterprise Content Management and Business Workflow 
Management System that amplifies the software systems your organization already uses - allowing 
you to unlock efficiency through the power of automation.  

Hero Text:  

IntellaQuest is creating a world where people spend less time on work, and more time on the projects 
that have real impact.  

Our Solutions:  

IntellaQuest is a combination Enterprise Content Management and Business Workflow 
Management System that amplifies the software systems your organization already uses - allowing 
you to unlock efficiency through the power of automation. Our team of industry experts work with 
businesses of any size to help them uncover efficiencies with impact.  

Transform your Team *call to action to continue scrolling*  

Solution Details: 

*screenshot of IntellaQuest software* 
 
How would you transform your organization if you could spend less time on administration? For the 
last 20 years, we’ve helped thousands of companies automate and digitize their business processes 
to become more compliant, efficient, secure, accurate and integrated - so you can find more time to 
take on the special projects that drive your passion and propel your career.  

Find Efficiencies with Impact for your Role. 

*solutions scroller* 

Success Stories 

The IntellaQuest team is comprised of industry experts with proven records of helping organizations 
just like yours automate their business processes intelligently. Find out how we’ve helped other 
organizations find efficiencies for impact. 

*case studies scroller*
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WORK SAMPLE 2: CLIENT PROPOSAL EMAIL 

Template 
 
____________ (Client Name),  
 

It was a pleasure having the opportunity to check in with you today during our bi-weekly progress 
meeting. I’m happy to hear that ___________________, and if you need any more support with 
______________________, please let me know. I’m eager to help in any way I can.  
 
As you know, at IntellaQuest, we’re creating a world where people spend less time on work, and more 
time on the projects that have real impact - just like the ______________ that I know your team is working 
on implementing this ________ (season).  
 
But to do this, we need your help.  
 
Would you mind taking the time to leave a brief review (Link to G2 Crowd) about your experience so 
far? Your review will provide the valuable insights that other _____________ (function) teams need to 
help decide if they’d like to give IntellaQuest a try - potentially finding efficiencies for impact in their 
own organizations.  

 

Your feedback is invaluable, and we sincerely appreciate your time.  

 
Looking forward to our next check-in call on ________ (date).  

 

Sincerely,  
 
_______________ (name)  
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Example 
 
Jennifer,  

It was a pleasure having the opportunity to check in with you today during our bi-weekly progress 
meeting. I’m happy to hear that your team has been able to upload some of your critical documents to 
DocuQuest. If you need any more support with adding new user accounts, please let me know. I’m 
eager to help in any way I can.  
 
As you know, at IntellaQuest, we’re creating a world where people spend less time on work, and more 
time on the projects that have real impact - just like the new employee benefits program that I know 
your team is working on implementing this summer.  
 
But to do this, we need your help.  
 
Would you mind taking the time to leave a brief review about your experience so far? Your review will 
provide the valuable insights that other HR teams need to help decide if they’d like to give 
IntellaQuest a try - potentially finding efficiencies for impact in their own organizations.  
 

Your feedback is invaluable, and we sincerely appreciate your time.  

 
Looking forward to our next check-in call on May 17th.  
 

Sincerely,  
 
Jason 
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ANNEX I 



How International Molding Inc. Reduced
Time Spent on HR Reporting By 50%



INTERNATIONAL
MOLDING INC.

INTELLAQUEST 
SOLUTION

EFFICIENCIES 
FOR IMPACT

PeopleQuest

Reduction of time spent on managing
HR training records by 50%, freeing
up department time to focus on new
corporate initiatives.

IMI is a leading plastics
manufacturing companies, designing
and manufacturing injection moldings
for the housing of consumer
electronic tools. They supply parts
internationally for numerous retail
brands.

Working in the plastics manufacturing industry, International Molding
Inc. (IMI) is no stranger to having to comply to strict training audits - but
it doesn’t mean the process for managing these requirements was easy.
But with the help of IntellaQuest, they were able to reduce the total
man-hours required to complete their HR training requirements by 50%
and put more internal resources towards new corporate initiatives.

IntellaQuest & 

International Molding Inc. 

“Put simply, we operate in an industry with rapidly evolving safety
regulations, a significant portion of which governs how our staff
need to be trained” explains Susan Matthews, HR Manager at IMI.
With a workforce of more than 1,500 team members spread across
4 different plant locations, managing the specific compliance
requirements for each team was no small task. 
 
“We were only a small team of three trying to oversee all of the HR
needs, and it was challenging to keep up - especially in an industry
where regulations are constantly evolving. Training management is
only one part of the HR picture, but for our team, it was becoming
our main focus.”
 
Devoting more resources to managing rapidly changing training
requirements was taking away from IMI’s ability to work towards
their other corporate goals - like researching a new benefits
package for their team, which would allow them to recruit better
talent and be more competitive in the marketplace. As a result,
finding a solution to managing their growing training requirements
so they could return their focus to other projects became a top
priority.



Before turning to software to help automate
their training processes, the team at IMI had
tried other measures that had worked in the past
to increase efficiency or team capacity.
Unfortunately, nothing was having the desired
effect. 
 
Susan shares that, “We started to try and combat
this problem by trying to correct any internal
inefficiencies and streamline our processes
within the HR department… and sure, that
helped a little, but it didn’t come close to putting
a dent into reducing the amount of man-hours
we spent every week on managing training,
updating safety notices, and trying to make time
to connect with team members to see how they
were tracking on key objectives.”
 
“Eventually, we decided to up our resources and
hire another person for our HR team to focus on
these tasks - basically, an HR coordinator who
would specialize in training administration. Once
our hiring request was approved, we got really
excited for what this would mean for our team.
We thought we would finally have a chance to
get back to some of the projects we had hoped to
tackle in 2019.”
 
Unfortunately, even with the new team member,
managing the training requirements for IMI was
still taking a significant portion of the team’s
resources. With extra help, they were finally able
to complete all their training-related tasks
without as much stress, but IMI didn’t have time
to take on any of the creative projects the team
was looking forward to, or that upper
management was expecting them to achieve as
part of their corporate goals. It was taking nearly
the full attention of two team members to
oversee training requirements. 
 

“It was at this point I realized
that our team was completely
paralyzed by administration -
checking records, updating
records, taking paper records and
digitizing them. The solution
wasn’t, and will never be,
growing the team to solve the
problem, because as our
company continues to grow, so
will the workload. We needed to
find a way to reduce the burden
of admin work on our team."

A MORE INTELLIGENT SOLUTION



When it comes to choosing software to become
your new ECM or BPM system, not all tools are
created equally. To truly take advantage of all
the benefits a new tool can offer, it’s important
to consider how this new piece of software will
interact with the rest of your organization. 
 
“We decided to try out IntellaQuest because it
checked all of our boxes. Not only did it integrate
with our existing HRM software, but the
interface was really clean and easy to use, so I
felt confident that if we introduced it to our plant
it would be something that all of our team
members could learn. When it comes to any HR
software, it’s critical that the user interface is
simple - because if you don’t get buy-in from
your internal team, and they don’t start using the
software, you’re never going to experience the
true benefits of the program. So when we had
the whole plant trained on PeopleQuest within
three months, I knew we had picked the right
solution.”
 

THE RIGHT TOOLS

Knowing that the team picked up on the
software quickly wasn’t just a benefit for the HR
team. Other departments at IMI were impressed
with the functionality of the product, and how
the same, easy-to-learn UI system was used
across all 20 of the products in the IntellaQuest
suite.
 
“Our IT department was really impressed with
the ability for IntellaQuest’s software suite to be
able to assist in all IMI’s departments, not just
HR,” explains Susan. “So, now they’ve gone back
to IntellaQuest and are seeing how adding
additional modules, like DocuQuest and
RecordQuest could serve our operational needs
at-large."



Outside of decreasing the total time spent on
managing training requirements, IMI was
pleased to find that there were other benefits to
using PeopleQuest - like increasing the accuracy
of their records by 15%, and reducing the
amount of gaps found in training by 10%. But one
of the most surprising things to come out
bringing in IntellaQuest software was finding
solutions for problems the IMI team didn’t think
they could solve. 
 
“One of the big things we wrestled with
internally, before IntellaQuest, is how to
approach training in an efficient way that didn’t
make team members feel embarrassed or
singled-out for a lack of training,” shared Susan.
“Posting a notice in the break room with the
names of every team member who needed more
training was insensitive, but trying to track down
every individual who needed training to have a
1-to-1 conversation was completely inefficient.
We had just accepted this as the reality of the
job. I didn’t know that there would be a
straightforward solution for this problem until
we started using IntellaQuest - now every team
member who needs training gets a direct and
private message through their IntellaQuest
account.”
 
For IMI, working with IntellaQuest came down
to more than just increasing efficiencies. It meant
increasing compliance and accuracy, while
contributing to a more seamless work
experience for everyone on their team.
 

GROWING BENEFITS

Finding efficiencies through software
impressive, but what’s more impressive is seeing
the innovative ways that teams apply these extra
resources to have a genuine impact on their
organization - taking the time they once spent on
administrative work, and using it towards other
special projects. In the case of IMI, this meant
being able to tackle their corporate goals with
the dedication they deserved.
 
“Now that we’re using IntellaQuest, my HR team
has a lot more time to devote towards our
corporate goals,  like researching a new benefits
package. It’s been five months since we
implemented PeopleQuest and we’ve already
compiled our shortlist for future package
options, presented it to senior management, and
have selected the strongest option. It feels like
we’re finally able to accomplish something
besides training management, and it’s
reinvigorated the whole team.” 
 
“All the projects we kept classifying as, “that
would be great to do one day..." are finally
getting done. We’ve reduced the team members
needed to manage our training records by more
than 50%, which has resulted in us being able to
free up the time of one of our team members to
focus exclusively on new projects. I'm excited for
what's to come for our team.”
 

EFFICIENCIES FOR IMPACT

IntellaQuest is a combination Enterprise Content Management and Business Workflow
Management System that amplifies the software systems your organization already uses
- allowing you to unlock efficiency through the power of automation. The IntellaQuest
team is comprised of industry experts with proven records of helping organizations just
like yours automate their business processes intelligently. Curious about how our
automation tools could transform the way you work? Send us an email at
info@intellaquest.com, we’d love to hear from you.
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